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THE L IST GALLERY IS PLEASED TO PRESENT Adisokewinini (an Ojibwe word for “tale-teller”), an exhi-

bition of new paintings by Tom Uttech. These visionary landscapes, many of them teeming with wildlife, 

spring from his lifelong communion with nature. His compelling narratives synthesize observations he has 

made as a nationally recognized artist and former professor of art at the University of Wisconsin; a bird-

watcher who has repeatedly counted more than 300 species annually; a conservationist who spent the past 

20 years converting farmland to prairie habitats; a photographer who between 1967 and 1983 shot more 

than a thousand rolls of ilm on wilderness trips; and a frequent hiker in the northern woods and wetlands 

of Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Quetico Provincial Park in Ontario, Canada. Revealing the abundance of life 

he has witnessed on such journeys, Uttech re-connects us with states of nature and being that are hauntingly 

unfamiliar and increasingly rare. 

Uttech’s illusionistic and detailed rendering of lora and fauna animates every inch of his landscapes and 

even extends to his painted frames, implying a ceaseless elaboration of life that can not be fully recounted 

or contained. Yet his fidelity to detail is always in the service of rhythms and patterns that unify his 

compositions and emphasize his profound emotional and spiritual responses. For example, in Maskegowok, 

the swirling patterns of fallen leaves and limbs and the undulating calligraphy of tree branches emphasize the 

interrelatedness of all forms, both animate and inanimate.

Such works not only celebrate the beauty and speciicity of particular ecosystems; they also envision 

them as inseparable from one’s own identity or presence. At times, the scenes suggest what Uttech describes 

as a self-portrait in landscape. In Maskegowok, a bear in the center of the composition confronts us, disrupting 

what might otherwise become a detached or voyeuristic response. Staring directly at the viewer, the bear 

mirrors our gaze, reminding us of our own attitude and viewpoint. Similarly, in Kikinowijiwed (an Ojibwe 

word for “guide”), a wolf perches on a stone in the center of the foreground as if embodying the mysteries of 

a moonlit forest bathed in swirling mists. The wolf and other totemic creatures that inhabit Uttech’s paintings 

allude to forces greater than us; they offer the potential for guidance but also require a reciprocal response. 

By Andrea Packard 

List Gallery Director

Tom Uttech: Adisokewinini

Adisokewinini, 2011-2012, oil on linen, 33 x 33 inches
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Similarly, the paintings in their entirety can prompt us to pursue a deeper understanding of nature 

and our place within it. Although Uttech’s landscapes often feature a centrally placed animal, he frequently 

creates a dizzying array of alternate focal points: lying birds, swimming ish, roaming caribou and prowling 

wolves alternately appear and recede amid a panoply of contrasts, scale shifts, dramatic perspectives, and 

whirling clouds. Yet the simultaneity of information becomes neither decorative nor chaotic. Dramatic hori-

zons and lighting together with compelling patterns, rhythms, and symmetries provide a countervailing sense 

of order and continuity. 

 As a result, many works appear paradoxically agitated and calm, both transitive and timeless. Such 

ambiguity, together with Uttech’s portrayals of transitional times such as sunset, sunrise, or migratory 

upheaval, evokes liminal states—moments within our selves or societies—during which we experience 

the capacity for profound change. Moreover, works such as NinMamakadendam prompt us as viewers to 

transform our own habits of perception. Standing before the work, one gradually discovers lora and fauna 

that were hidden at irst amid densely rendered textures, patterns, and shadows. Rewarding patient study, 

Uttech’s paintings encourage our capacity for discovery and discernment.

Because Uttech’s tales and titles evoke not only the landscape, but the native languages and traditions 

that inform his work, he emphasizes the partnership of art, ancient cultures, and nature in guiding us forward.  

Avoiding didactic parables, Uttech’s paintings nevertheless offer lessons that must be interpreted over time.  

A tale-teller of both spirit and experience, Uttech eloquently conveys the interconnectedness of all creation.

CONSERVATIONIST, WRITER, AND NATURALIST, ALDO LEOPOLD (1887–1948) begins his meditative and 

sensual A Sand County Almanac with the assertion, “There are some who can live without wild things, and 

some who cannot. These essays are the delights and dilemmas of one who cannot.”1 Leopold’s confession 

is a passionate declaration of his relationship to the land and its myriad inhabitants. Living and working in 

Wisconsin, Leopold became in life and after his death an inspiration for collaborative land stewardship and 

ecology. One of his essential lessons is that we join a community in nature, which we can either enhance or 

harm. Recognizing that we are just one aspect of the natural world requires us to live more respectfully and 

responsibly.

Tom Uttech’s paintings emerge from the same Wisconsin landscape and philosophical terrain that 

motivated Leopold. At root, Uttech aims to inspire his viewers to immerse themselves in nature. “Paintings 

can be a way to show how wonderful things can be,” he says. “Maybe [they] will make people interested in 

the environment and then grow to love it. That can lead to knowledge and then concern. This work is as 

useful as a direct criticism of polluters.”2 That hope and allusion to a pragmatic—even activist— dimension 

to Uttech’s work connects him to a wide range of artists who make the environment the subject of their 

work. The world around us is in constant lux, reminding us that ecological changes are rapid and irrevers-

ible. Innumerable artists working today have taken this to heart, including Alexis Rockman (who envisions a 

post-human global ruin reclaimed by nature), Diane Burko (who immerses herself in the scientiic commu-

nity in order to understand the effects of global warming on arctic regions), and many others who approach 

their work in ways alien to Uttech.3

Although Uttech shares these concerns, his paintings neither preach nor make climate politics an 

explicit facet of their content. The result of innumerable hours spent in the woods and boundary waters of 

northern Minnesota and Wisconsin as well as his “spiritual home” of Quetico Provincial Park in Ontario, 

Canada, the scenes presented do not depict speciic vistas recreated from sketches or photographs. Uttech 

has photographed the dense woods, rushing rivers, creeks and ponds that he knows from experience. Yet his 

By Robert Cozzilino  

Senior Curator and Curator of Modern Art  

at The Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts

To Live with Wild Things: Tom Uttech’s Worlds
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paintings are composed from an imaginative conjuring of the colors, sounds, textures, emotional states, and 

physical sensations he has internalized of these places. He begins with a blank surface and approaches the foun-

dation drawing with a piece of vine charcoal in his right hand and an old piece of cloth in his left. Gradually, 

what develops is the mirage of a place that Uttech would like to spend time in—to be part of for a while.4

Uttech’s process is open to improvisation, and his painting surface gradually acquires an accretion of 

many layers. Often, the form of an animal or tree is irst suggested through the impromptu lick of the brush 

or particular swell of paint and then sharpened and brought into being. Although they are freely devel-

oped, Uttech’s paintings eventually come into focus as a tightly interdependent system of relationships. “I 

attempt to ind a magic in the organization that tells a story all by itself,” he explains. In conversation, he 

invokes both Piet Mondrian and Johannes Vermeer as painters whose rigorous designs form the skeleton that 

supports the life of their compositions. Yet Uttech’s work thrives from this underlying structure, concealed 

beneath the lush evocation of place, as it seems to bear the natural rhythms and cycles of the forests, streams 

of migrating birds, and iltered light spattered through foliage.

Some of Uttech’s large-scale works vibrate from a cacophony of movement that shivers out of the 

visual realm and prompts a musical response; at least that is the unmistakable presence instilled in me by 

works such as Mamakadjidgan (2012), where the pink-to-peach-to-periwinkle sky sustains a rising chord over 

which the staccato and vibrato punctuation and trills of bird calls and their rustled wings disregard meter and 

reinvent polyphony. Slashes of blood orange and pomegranate crystallize as thin trees with their ensembles of 

feathery leaves and an endless syncopated pattern of light, trot, and sprint lows from right to left out of the 

picture and into a marsh beyond the lake. Like the bear poised before this revelatory eruption of life, we are 

transixed as waves of sound, color, shape, and wind wash over us.

In part, Uttech credits the hallucinatory qualities inherent in his vision of the landscape to his life 

in Wisconsin. There are waking-dream experiences to be had throughout the state in all seasons. A crisp 

magnifying quality of light; the chance witnessing of hundreds of butterlies alighting along a road, briely 

mistaken for falling leaves; rock formations mistaken for large mammals—all of these I have experienced 

in my time living in and visiting Dane County. Uttech’s predecessors and peers, such as Marshall Glasier 

(1902–1988), John Wilde (1919–2006), Martha Glowacki (born 1950), and Fred Stonehouse (born 1960) 

have captured the sensorial sharpening, psychologically de-centering, and even spiritually ecstatic aspect of 

Wisconsin’s geography and environment. Uttech’s paintings bear an intensity of observation and mystical 

reverence that would seem in tune with religious iconography. “There is no connection to religion in my 

paintings,” he counters. “Although I’m magniicently aware of something that’s beyond what is here. I’m 

in constant awe of it. I’m trying desperately to reveal what that is in my paintings.…When you get into a 

detailed study of what’s in the world, it’s magic beyond belief.”5

The intense physical and psychological sensations that Uttech’s compositions provoke are in tune with 

the effects and aims of earlier American landscape paintings, particularly works by Frederick Edwin Church Mamakadjidgan, 2011-2012, oil on linen, 91 x 103 inches
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(1826–1900), which overwhelm with the tangible evocation of place. Church had an eye for extraordinary 

atmospheric phenomena that might have been doubted by those viewers who had not experienced such 

things irst hand as in his cosmic Aurora Borealis (1865; Smithsonian American Art Museum, Washington, 

D.C.). Similarly, Uttech has captured these effects in works such as Ganawaabandiwiag (2002– 03), which 

presents feathery magenta and swirling emerald green lights dancing across a night sky. In Adisokewinini 

(2011–12), a lone bear rises up on its hind legs to greet the impossibly bright silver swells of light from the 

moon. Clouds swirl upward along the right side of the composition, drifting purposefully from the horizon 

to curl inward at the highest point of the sky. Flowers and irelies confuse each other with relative glow in 

the crisp lunar sheen. Nature enacts an ancient rite without warning or explanation.

Moments staged like this might prompt a viewer to question Uttech’s idelity to reality. Parallels in the 

words of earlier writers amplify Uttech’s lived experience. Ralph Waldo Emerson, in his extraordinary essay 

“Nature” (1836), illuminates a sense of merging with one’s environment that is at the heart of Uttech’s imag-

ery. He wrote,

In the woods, we return to reason and faith. There I feel nothing can befall me in life, — no disgrace, no calamity (leaving 

me my eyes), which nature cannot repair. Standing on the bare ground, — my head bathed by the blithe air, and uplifted 

into ininite space, — all mean egotism vanishes. I become a transparent eyeball; I am nothing; I see all; the currents of 

the Universal Being circulate through me; I am part or particle of God. The name of the nearest friend sounds then foreign 

and accidental… I am the lover of uncontained and immortal beauty. In the wilderness, I ind something more dear and 

connate than in streets or villages. In the tranquil landscape, and especially in the distant line of the horizon, man beholds 

somewhat as beautiful as his own nature.6

Elsewhere Emerson remarks, “every object rightly seen unlocks a new faculty of the soul.”7 Uttech’s 

remarks about being in Quetico, receptive to the life churning and buzzing around him echo Emerson. 

“[There] I often experience what I call ‘peak time,’ and I want my paintings to be about the feeling and 

experience at the moment of perception when every sense is open and magniicent beauty overwhelms.”8 

Ninbimwewe (2011–12), an extraordinary view of owls and other birds rapidly crossing the vertical vortex 

of a forest shown lit simultaneously at two or more disparate times of day, appears remarkably close to the 

embodiment of this “peak time” Uttech invokes. 

Leopold knew this time well, and he waited patiently for it in the hours before dawn, relishing the 

exciting build up to the noise of birds and other creatures. One of the most memorable passages of Sand 

County describes this:

At 3:30 a.m., with such dignity as I can muster of a July morning, I step from my cabin door, bearing in either hand my 

emblems of sovereignty, a coffee pot and notebook. I seat myself on a bench, facing the white wake of the morning star…At 

3:35 the nearest ield sparrow avows, in a clear tenor chant…One by one all the other ield sparrows within earshot recite 

their respective holdings…Before the ield sparrows have quite gone the rounds, the robin in the big elm warbles loudly his Matawan, 2011-2012, oil on linen, 67 x 73 inches
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Nin Mamakadendam, 2011-2012 oil on linen, 67 x 73 inches

claim to the crotch where the icestorm tore off a limb…The robin’s insistent caroling awakens the oriole, who now tells the 

world of orioles that the pendant branch of the elm belongs to him, together with all iber-bearing milkweed stalks near by, 

all loose strings in the garden, and the exclusive right to lash like a burst of ire from one of these to another…Next the 

wren— the one who discovered the knothole in the eave of the cabin—explodes into song. Half a dozen other wrens give 

voice, and now all is bedlam. Grosbeaks, thrashers, yellow warblers, bluebirds, vireos, towhees, cardinals—all are at it. 

My solemn list of performers, in their order and time of irst song, hesitates, wavers, ceases, for my ear can no longer ilter 

out priorities. Besides, the pot is empty and the sun is about to rise.9

Uttech’s paintings encourage viewers to approach both the world depicted and the world beyond the 

gallery or city with a new awareness of nature’s voice. “A marsh isn’t still at all. It’s an absolute cacophony of 

noise and activity. Frogs are croaking, yellow rails are ticking, geese are honking, all under moonlight with 

fog and stuff,” Uttech reminds us.10 Amid electronic bleeps, car, train, and jet sounds; and countless other 

intrusions that mask the reverberations of the earth; and like Leopold, Emerson, and Church before him, 

Uttech demonstrates an engagement with nature that is critical to everyday life. His art is a persuasive plea to 

value and live with the wild things.
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Kikinowijiwed, 2011-2012, oil on linen, 32½ x 36½ inches
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Agossitichigabe, 2011-2012, oil on linen, 30¼ x 38¼ inches
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Agoming Kitchigami, 2011-2012, oil on linen, 25 x 26¾ inches
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Adisokam, 2011-2012, oil on linen, 26¾ x 29 inches
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Manitowaba, 2011-2012, oil on linen, 24½ x 27 inches
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Maskegowok, 2012, oil on canvas, 67 x 73 inches
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Weossigin, 2012, oil on canvas, 16½ x 173⁄8 inches
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Nind-oossima, 2011-2012, oil on linen, 19½ x 18½ inches
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Agigoka Awbebejigoganji, 2011-2012 (Horse has Glanders), 245⁄8 x 283⁄8 inches
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Tom Uttech

Born in 1942, in Merrill, Wisconsin, Uttech studied at the Layton School of Art in Milwaukee (1965) and 

earned an M.F.A. at the University of Cincinnati (1967). After teaching for a year at the Arkansas Art Center 

in Little Rock, he taught at the University of Wisconsin from 1968 until 1998. He now paints in his converted 

barn-studio in Saukville, Wisconsin.

Uttech has mounted more than 35 one-person exhibitions of his work since it was included in the 1975 Whit-

ney Biennial. Additionally, he has been featured in a number of group exhibitions at distinguished institu-

tions in the United States and Japan including the Whitney Museum of American Art and the Miyagi Museum 

of Art in Sendai. Winner of the Wisconsin Visual Art Lifetime Achievement Award in 2009, Uttech has also 

received awards from notable institutions such as the National Endowment of the Arts and the Academy of 

Arts and Letters, New York; and his works have been collected by noted museums including Crystal Bridges 

Museum of American Art, the Milwaukee Museum of Art, and the New Orleans Museum of Art.
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